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Did you know there&rsquo;s a robust herbal medicine upper body in your kitchen?Imagine
getting prepared for that following cold, scrape, headaches, digestive issue, stressful day time,
or sleepless night with simple ingredients from your cupboard. Instead of pills, grab:Cinnamon
Tea to soothe your throat . . . Garlic Hummus to aid your immune system . . . Ginger Lemon Tea
for cool and flu symptoms . . . Cayenne Salve to relieve sore muscle tissue .With the guidance of
herbalist Rosalee de la Forêand in-depth study into herbal energetics. Cardamom Chocolate
Mousse Cake for heart health . . .will highlight how exactly to transform common ingredients
into foods and remedies that heal.Grow your understanding of healing herbs and spices, and
begin using nature& .Alchemy of Herbs  A glass of Spiced Cool Brew Coffee as a robust
antioxidant . What had been once everyday flavorings can be your individual kitchen
apothecary. While using herbs could seem complicated or costly, this book offers ways to learn
that&rsquo;s as simple and inexpensive as cooking dinner. .ll understand how to match the
properties of every plant to your own unique requirements, for a really personalized approach
to health for you and your rsquo;t, you&family.In addition to offering dozens of inspiring
recipes, Rosalee examines the annals and modern-day usage of 29 popular herbs, supporting
their therapeutic properties with both scientific research  . .rsquo;s pharmacy to feed, heal, and
nurture all of your family!
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Best introductory book in incorporating herbs into our day to day lives Wow! That was the first
thing that came out of my mouth area as I began scanning this book. It is undoubtedly the very
best introductory book I have seen in my nearly three decades of studying herbal medicine and
natural support. This publication is more for a person who is just beginning a curiosity in
herbsand how they can be used. But the quality recipes in this book are worth every penny.I
wish We had this reserve to begin with back then. I think it would have saved me money, hard
work as I explored what I thought was herbal medication content. The content is not mind-
boggling and if this is the only herb publication you learn from you'll have a basic foundation if
using herbal remedies for nutritional support and fundamental home cures. The science by itself
is intensely interesting if you ask me, but the relational facet of helping other humans is why is
learning it all truly worth it if you ask me.A really love work, Rosealee. Secondly, there are just
the right amount of useful uses & She recalls hiking down a dusty trail that business lead her to
beautiful view of the Mediterranean, where she bought at her feet a large patch of fragrant and
flourishing rosemary. Cinnamon Maple Chia Seed Pudding for dessert was therefore yummy and
healthy! Wonderful, easily accessible herbal guide. I fell in love with the book when I find out
about the herb, rosemary, &) for some individuals.Overall, I believe this is actually the best
introductory reserve on incorporating herbal remedies and their nutritional and medicinal
properties to support our health. Finally, helpful information for in fact USING Herbs beyond
simply Tisanes I'm uncertain what I was expecting (probably the stereotypical herb publication)
but Rosalee has covered A lot more than We imagined would be within! I've just skimmed
through so far but want to say I love all of the photos, powerfully useful info and the easy to
read tone and type font. And of course that "new book smell" Just knowing some Natural herbs
and ID'ing them is certainly a very important factor, but learning methods to actually USE them
(aside from the usual tisanes, tinctures and salves) is a genuine treasure! Treated girls at the job
today with Spiced Carrot Cake plus they went crazy over it! My grandkids are thrilled to forage
with me this season. What better method to get them excited about nature, nutrition, their
meals, survival essentials - and keeping their noses out of gadgets as they grow older - than
hands on "doing". ? We need more request guides like this. This is a good book. I had more
experience so this book . GET THIS BOOK!. This is a good book. I had even more experience
which means this book was ok for me personally. I was hesitant to buy another introductory herb
reserve as my knowledge is certainly beyond the introductory level. The fundamentals in this
book are black pepper, cayenne, cinnamon, fennel, garlic, holy basil, lavender mustard, nutmeg,
parsley, peppermint, rosemary, sage, thyme, turmeric, nettle, elder, hawthorn, lemon balm, rose,
artichoke, cacao, chamomile, coffee, dandelion, ashwagandha, and astragalus. There are several
things I am enjoying about it. Not bad for the purchase price but many of these things are
internet base so the author really simply picked out a list and made a decision what she wanted
to say in short paragraphs. My New Beloved Herb Book! I was not going to get this reserve at first
because I've so many herb books already. But I love John and Kimberly of Learnng Herbs and I
have used many of Rosalee's remedies and dishes already so I wanted to support the fantastic
work they are doing! Omg! I love this book! It is informative, beautiful, useful and jam filled with
amazing things to make and eat! Last weekend I was out in the backyard selecting dandelion
leaves, my husband asked why I was weeding the yard and I informed him I was going to make
Dandelion Pesto! Its inspiring if you ask me. The author did a remarkable job of earning herbal
support both legitimate to the doubtful and accessible to the open-minded. This can make a
great gift for my sisters who are studying Herbs, as well, and my daughter so she can prepare
actually healthier and more fun meals. A job done well.. A "will need to have" for each and every



herbal kitchen or perhaps a newbie interested in herbs! Great guide!Most of all, Rosalee uses her
clinical abilities throughout her composing and will be offering recent research to support
medicinal applications. recipe suggestions for each herb.The quality of my book is fantastic,
easy to read and well constructed. I see comments about the binding - mine moves openly from
the backbone, as designed so the book will lay open. Inspiring and lovely Super Love this book!!
I take advantage of it frequently as a reference. Useful and interesting book I purchased this
book , just started reading, so far so much useful details, specially those recipes for cold and flu ,
will definitely try them Gorgeous and educational I've the Kindle edition and borrowed my close
friends soft back copy -- it really is gorgeous -- filled with beautiful photos and a lot of recipes
and educational information -- highly recommend it for the novice or whoever has worked with
herbs a while. Short paragraphs, great pictures but more info could have been nice.Firstly, it has
gorgeous pictures! For a visual learner, that is so lovely. Meals should always be our first
medication - that is how I can easily justify a Cardamon Chocolate Mousse Cake every month
since it so excellent for me! I really like how the focus is on adding herbal remedies into your
life, and determining those are most beneficial to YOU. Lastly, and most importantly if you ask
me, Rosealee includes a warm, wonderful, & " Reading her personal experience with the herbal
remedies not only makes me want for more information about the herbs themselves, but
continues me grounded, remembering that we learn about herbs as they relate to people. She
also employs protection and caution and gives specific types of what some natural herbs can do
(because yes, they actually work! her accounts of her stop by at southern France. Another factor I
love about the quality recipes is they are all extremely doable: no specialized apparatus, no
huge orders of exotic herbs and spices no tricky culinary skills required. She was motivated by
her experience in that minute, recalling that rosemary means, "dew of the sea. relaxed way of
relating the details to you, the reader. It had been the very best pesto I've ever endured in my
life. It isn't just about botanical science, & Great intro to herbalism A really great intro to herbs,
their importance, uses, and recipes. The foundational content material includes an explanation
about how exactly herbs serve people unlike our current system of 1 Solution Syndrome for
everybody (take a tablet for this and then take a pill for that), a well-explained summary of the
energetics of natural herbs and deep dive in to the tastes of herbal remedies - that is my favorite
component.More than anything else, I really like the simplicity of introducing natural herbs
through food and food preparation. I have worked with natural herbs for almost 20 years, yet I
am learning new and wonderful items from Alchemy of Herbs! Thank you. Great book of natural
treatments The Alchemy of Herbal remedies is a comprehensive book of herbal treatments.
There are easy to follow remedies for a multitude of ailments. She give a simplistic
understanding of the foundations of heroism. Good buy I like it.! Easy to read! Loved this book.
It's very in depth however, not so in-depth that you can't understand it.! A lot of information and
great to learn stuff ! Loving this book ! A Must Have Book This author is amazing. Her writing
style is enjoyable and an easy task to absorb. This publication is awesome and I highly
recommend it to all or any people. the alchemy of herbs. It’s an excellent book for beginners or
experienced natural treatment enthusiasts. Got me wanting to learn more.
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